"The Magic Vase," Creating Home; illustration, Susan Shallenberger
“It Could Be Worse,” Creating Home; illustration, Gale Whitman
“Lizard’s Song,” Creating Home; illustration, Nancy Meshkoff
“Henry David Thoreau and the Cottage,” Creating Home; illustration, Amy Paschall
“How Coyote Stole Fire,” Creating Home; illustration, Johanna Larson
“Owen and Mzee,” Creating Home; illustration, Susan Shallenberger
“Ruth and Naomi,” Creating Home; illustration, Suzi Grossman
“Hare’s Gifts,” Creating Home; illustration, Nancy Meshkoff
“The Farmer’s Legacy,” Creating Home; illustration, Nancy Meshkoff
“A Penguin Family,” Creating Home; illustration, Paul Gray
“The Best Meal,” Creating Home; illustration, Amy Paschall
“John Murray and the Winds of Change,” Creating Home; illustration, Nancy Meshkoff
“The Empty Pot,” Creating Home; illustration, Amy Paschall
"The Lost Son," Creating Home; illustration, Nancy Meshkoff
“Muhammad of Makkah,” Creating Home; illustration, Deborah-Eve Lombard
“The Memory Table,” Creating Home; illustration, Amy Paschall